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Dimensional deconstruction (DD) abstracts from higher dimensional models features of related 4–dimensional
ones. DD was proposed in Refs. [1,2,3] as a scheme for constructing models of naturally light composite Higgs
boson. These are models in which—without fine–tuning of parameters—the composite Higgs’s massM and vacuum
expectation value v are much lighter than its binding energy scale Λ. We review the basic idea of DD. It is easy
to arrange M ≪ Λ. We show, however, that DD fails to give v ≪ Λ in a model that is supposed to contain a
naturally light composite Higgs [4].
1. WHAT IS DIMENSIONAL DECON-
STRUCTION?
There has been considerable interest lately in a
new approach to model–building called “dimen-
sional deconstruction” (DD). In the beginning,
there were two views of DD. The one we dis-
cuss in this paper is due to Arkani-Hamed, Cohen
and Georgi (ACG) [1,2]. It is based on the fact
that certain renormalizable, asymptotically free
4d field theories look, for a limited range of en-
ergies, like d > 4–dimensional theories in which
the extra dimensions are compactified and dis-
cretized (on a periodic lattice). Here, the extra
dimensions are a mirage. The other view is that
of Hill and his collaborators [3] who assume the
extra dimensions are real. They discretize the ex-
tra dimensions too—to regulate the theory. Both
Arkani-Hamed et al. and Hill et al. use features
of the higher dimensional model to deduce the
form, magnitude, and sensitivity to high–scale
(Λ) physics of phenomenologically important op-
erators such as mass terms (generically,M), self–
interactions (λ), and vevs (v) of light composite
Higgs bosons (LCH) [5]. Their LCH models aim
for M ≃ v ≃ 100–200 GeV and Λ ≃ 10TeV,
relevant to electroweak symmetry breaking.
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The simplest DD example is the d = 5 “moose
ring” model [1] depicted in Fig. 1. This shows
the full content (“UV–completed”) of the model
at the high energy scale Λ. It contains N strong
SU(n) and weak SU(m) (coupling g2/4pi ≪ 1)
gauge groups, with matter fields that are the
massless chiral fermions
ψLk ∈ (n,m, 1) , ψRk ∈ (n, 1,m)
of (SU(n)k, SU(m)k, SU(m)k+1) . (1)
The index k is periodically identified with k+N .
As g → 0, these fermions have a large chiral
symmetry, [SU(m)L ⊗ SU(m)R]N . At Λ, the
strong SU(n) interactions cause them to con-
dense, creating N sets of m2 − 1 composite Gold-
stone bosons (GBs), piak with k = 1, . . . , N and
a = 1, . . . ,m2 − 1. Their decay constant f ≃
Λ/4pi.
Below Λ, this is a nonlinear sigma model, with
fields Uk = exp (ipi
a
kta/f) ≡ exp (ipik/f) inter-
acting with the weakly–coupled SU(m)k gauge
fields Akµ = A
a
kµta. They transform as Uk →
WkUkW
†
k+1 withWk ∈ SU(m)k. This low energy
theory is represented by the “condensed moose”
obtained from Fig. 1 by erasing the SU(n)
squares and linking the SU(m)k and SU(m)k+1
circles by Uk.
Now, N − 1 gauge boson multiplets eat N −
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Figure 1. The full moose for the ring model
of Ref. [1], showing its UV completion. Strong
gauge groups are labeled by n1, . . . , nN and weak
gauge groups by m1, . . . ,mN .
1 sets of GBs and acquire the masses Mk =
2gf sin(kpi/N) for k = 1, . . . , N . The massless
gauge field Aaµ = (A
a
1µ + · · · + AaNµ)/
√
N cou-
ples with strength g/
√
N and the uneaten GB is
pia = (pia1 + · · ·+ piaN )/
√
N . In the unitary gauge,
the 4d theory below Λ is described by uniform link
variables Uk = exp (ipi
ata/
√
Nf) plus the mass-
less and massive gauge fields.
Alternatively, at energies well below gf , this
looks like a 5d gauge theory: The fifth dimen-
sion is compactified on a discretized circle, rep-
resented exactly by the condensed moose. For
k ≪ N , there is a Kaluza–Klein tower of gauge
excitations with massesMk = 2pigfk/N [1]. The
circumference of the circle is R = Na where the
lattice spacing a = 1/gf and the 5–dimensional
gauge coupling is g25 = g
2a. The fifth compo-
nent of the gauge boson Aa5 = gpi
a/
√
N . The
geometrical connection is clear: pia is the zero
mode associated with rotation about the circle
of SU(m) groups in four dimensions and it cor-
responds to the fifth–dimensional gauge freedom
associated with Aa5 . At higher energies, ∼ f or
Λ, the fifth dimension is deconstructed as the un-
derlying asymptotically free 4d theory appears.
2. WHAT IS DD GOOD FOR?
But, pia is really a 4d pseudoGoldstone boson
(PGB) whose symmetry is explicitly broken by
the weak SU(m)k interactions. So it might be
a candidate for the LCH of electroweak symme-
try breaking. To be a truly natural LCH, its
vev v ≪ Λ also. This requires its quartic cou-
plings λ ≃ M2/v2 = O(1) or, at least, not ≪ 1.
The idea of DD is that the magnitude and Λ–
dependence of M2 and λ can be deduced from
the higher dimensional theory. Let’s see.
Higher dimensional gauge invariance al-
lows mass for A5 from |W|2, where W =
P exp (i
∫
dx5A5) is the nontrivial Wilson loop
around the fifth dimension [2]. Since |W|2 is
a nonlocal operator, it cannot be generated
with a UV–divergent coefficient. On the dis-
cretized circle, W = Tr[ΠNk=1 exp (iaA5k)]. In
the 4d theory this is just the gauge–invariant
Tr(U1U2 · · ·UN), and so this is what provides
the mass for pia. Standard power counting in-
dicates that the strength of |Tr(U1U2 · · ·UN)|2
is Λ2f2(g2/16pi2)N . This is correct only for
N = 1. For N ≥ 2 infrared singulari-
ties from the gauge boson masses at g → 0
overcome this power counting. For N = 2,
M2 ∼ g4f2 log(Λ2/M2B) ∼ g4f2 log(N2/g2)
where M2B ∼ g2f2/N2 is a typical SU(m) gauge
boson mass. For N ≥ 3, M2 ∼ g4f2. Thus, for
N ≥ 2 and g2/4pi ∼ 10−2, we have M ≪ Λ, as
desired.
DD predicts that pia will fail as an LCH be-
cause the quartic interactions of A5 are deriva-
tively coupled and/or induced by weak SU(m)
interactions. This is true for pia as well. Since
p/f ∼ M/f ∼ g2, all quartic couplings of pia are
≤ O(g4). So, in this model, DD is a reliable guide.
To achieve larger λ, ACG applied DD to a 6d
model with nonderivative PGB interactions [2].
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Figure 2. The condensed moose for the 6d
toroidal model of Ref. [2].
3. THE 6d TOROIDAL MOOSE MODEL.
Consider a 4d theory described below its UV–
completion scale Λ by the condensed moose in
Fig. 2. This resembles a discretized torus with
N×N sites labeled periodically by integers (k, l).
Weakly–coupled (g) gauge groups SU(m)kl at the
sites are linked by nonlinear sigma model fields
Ukl and Vkl, transforming as
Ukl = exp (ipiu,kl/f)→Wkl UklW †k,l+1 ,
Vkl = exp (ipiv,kl/f)→Wkl VklW †k+1,l . (2)
The piu,kl and piv,kl comprise 2N
2 SU(m) adjoints
of composite Goldstone bosons.
The SU(m)kl gauge bosons eat N
2 − 1 sets of
GBs. The spectrum of massive gauge bosons,
M2kl = 4g2f2[sin2(kpi/N) + sin2(lpi/N)] is KK–
like for small k, l. The massless gauge boson is
BµNN = N
−1
∑
k,lA
µ
kl and its coupling is g/N .
Among the N2 + 1 leftover PBS, two that ACG
proposed as light composite Higgses are
piu =
1
N
∑
k,l
piu,kl , piv =
1
N
∑
k,l
piv,kl . (3)
These are the zero modes associated with going
around the torus in the U and V –directions.
What does DD predict for the masses and cou-
plings of piu,v? Viewing the condensed moose as
the compactified and discretized dimensions 5,6 of
a 6d gauge theory, the extra–dimensional gauge
fields are Aa5,6 = gpi
a
u,v/N . As before, DD pre-
dicts small M2piu,v ∼ g4f2 log(N2/g2) for N = 2
and g4f2 for N ≥ 3.
In the 6d model, A5,6 have moderately strong
nonderivative interactions [2]. They come from
the term TrF 256 = Tr([A5, A6]
2) + · · · =
λTr([piu, piv]
2) + · · · which, in turn, arises from
the “plaquette” Hamiltonian
HP =
∑
k,l
λkl f
4Tr
(
UklVk,l+1U
†
k+1,lV
†
kl
)
+h.c.(4)
Note that HP leaves piu,v massless.
In 6d, the quartic coupling may be shown to be
λ ≡ 1
2
∑
k,l λkl/N
4 = g2/2N2 [4]. Depending on
the N–dependence of the Higgs masses, this may
be large enough to give a Higgs vev comparable
to Mpiu,v . In 4d, this prediction of DD fails. The
strength of λ depends entirely on the nature of
the toroidal moose model’s UV completion.
The most natural UV completion of this model
is the analog of Fig. 1: At Λ, there are 2N2 mass-
less fermions ψ with strong SU(n) interactions
located midway between the weak SU(m)’s [4].
Then, the plaquette interaction arises only from
weak gauge interactions. It is of O(g4) and, so,
v2 ∼M2piu,v/λ≫M2piu,v .
It is possible to find UV completions of the
toroidal moose that yield larger λ. They in-
volve elementary scalars and, therefore, super-
symmetry to avoid unnatural fine–tuning of pa-
rameters [4,6]. More generally, one can construct
sigma models whose symmetries are tailored to
give an effective Lagrangian with arbitrarily and
separately tunableM2 and λ—at least at the one–
loop level. This is the basis of an interesting new
direction that has evolved from DD [7,8]. But this
approach, called “little Higgs”, has nothing to do
with the original idea of deconstruction—that the
strengths of a composite Higgs’ mass and interac-
tions may be deduced from corresponding terms
in higher dimensional gauge theories. Finding a
truly dynamical, natural way of UV–completing
4little Higgs models remains one of the greatest
challenges to this new idea for electroweak sym-
metry breaking.
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